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Walkerdine and Mendick's work (and in fact my own)

hegemonic masculinity is not static (as Connell assumed), but constantly in 

flux

appropriation of (formerly) non-masculine



‘Cool' is, however, an elusive term, since what 

                                                



                                                





many of their ideas and much of their terminology
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Please see Chapter 1 for an understanding of how this term is defined within the scope of this thesis.  



































                                                



 























                                                







                                                



























                                                
13 For more information, and quantitative data on the media and its involvement in the lives of children and 
adolescents, please refer to Kelly and Stack, 2006. 







popularized

stereotype that nerds love math might play a part in making math undesireable to many girls,









                                                
14 Seta et al. describe the ‘locus of causality’ as a determinant of whether people attribute someone else’s 
behaviour to individual choice or to group attitudes and values. They suggest that “the salience of the locus of 
causality, either person or group, determines how individuals explain behavior” (Seta et al., 2006, p.355). 







                                                

16 See Appendix C For “Math Matters” Advertisement 





























                                                





























 

                                                





































                                                



                                                



                                                





















 

 

 

 

 

 

 































Geek-ChicLooking Smart is SO HOT right now!

Toronto Fashion Week  Image 
This image is an illustration of the photograph
which appeared in Metronews

The accessory table  at Forever21 ,featuring
‘Reading Glasses’ sans prescriptive lenses 
Forever 21Inc., 2010

1

1 Forever 21is an American retail chain that targets adolescents and young adults, providing the latest trends and fashion accessories.

A hypothetical
 illustration 
of Lindsay 
Lohan 
accessorizing
with a pair of
prescription-
free ‘reading 
glasses,’ which
she has recently
been seen 
touting 
 

Paul Frank  calculator watches 

Paul Frank Industries, 2010

2

2 Paul Frank is a well known international designer who produces a wide range of consumer products and fashion accessories.

A fashion blogger’s style guide
for summer 2010 
OnSugar Inc, 2010

This image has been removed due to 

copyright restrictions.  The image was an 

illustration of a photograph which appeared 

in a local newspaper.  The photo depicted a 

model sporting a fashionable schoolgirl 

style dress and thick, librarian-style glasses., 

during Toronto Fashion Week.  Original 

source: Inspired by:  Calabrese, D. 

(Photographer). (2010, March 30). Preloved 

Fashion Show (Image). Metronews, pp. 1. 




